1 CORINTHIANS 15:35-58| SESSION 43
The apostle Paul is answering questions regarding the
resurrection. Did Christ rise from the dead? Will the rest of the
dead rise? Some say, among the Corinthian church, that there is
no resurrection of the dead? If that is the case, then we are of all
men most miserable, because we would yet be in our sins.
We know from 2 Corinthians 5:15-19 that Christ died for all, and
he has reconciled the world unto himself. Reconcile means, he
restored the world to friendly relations with him. Now, because
he died for all, he is not imputing the world’s trespasses unto
them. (Impute means, to put on one’s account). Therefore, it is
not our sin which keeps us from everlasting life, it is that we are
separated from God and that can only be remedied by believing
in the finished work of Jesus Christ; his death, burial and resurrection.
It was the resurrection of Jesus Christ, which proved who he was and made him Lord of both the dead and the living (Romans
14:9).
Verses 35-38—
How are the dead raised? And with what body do they come? Paul goes back to dealing with the skeptic’s question about the
dead being raised. He gives an illustration from a seed. Fool. The fool is the one who doesn’t believe in the resurrection, but he
does believe, however, that a seed can be planted and a plant will grow from that dried up old seed. Paul counters the argument
by saying, why don’t you apply this same principle to the body? It would be a mistake to disregard the resurrection just because it
doesn’t seem possible that something dead can come back to life, and yet that’s exactly what happens with a seed. So be careful
in how we make conclusions about certain matter. In the case of a seed, it certainly appears dead, however, it only becomes alive
once it is planted and it sprouts from within the ground. As the plant grows the seed is all but dead, it is no more, only the plant
remains. The seed now gets its own body. Note that this is an illustration by Paul, not a lesson on plant sciences, or botany.
Verses 39-41—
Paul will make the point that the resurrected body has differences from the physical body. Before he does that, he gives another
example from nature of how there are various bodies in the world that are created for certain purposes. All flesh is not the same;
men, beasts, fish, birds. Also, there are the various bodies in the universe, glory of the sun, the moon, the stars. Every thing in
creation has its purpose and its own glory (doxa, also translated, praise, dignity, honor).
Verse 42-44—
So also is the resurrection of the dead. The resurrected body, like the examples he has just given, has a glory of its own. What is
the resurrected body like? 1) When it is put into the ground it is sown in corruption, it’s going to decay. But it is raised in
incorruption, that is, it is immortal. 2) It is sown in dishonour. Have you ever seen a beautiful corpse? It is raised in glory, that is,
glorious! 3) It is sown in weakness. There isn’t one thing a dead body can do on its own. It is raised in power. The Greek word Paul
used for power is dunamis. We created an English word from dunamis, dynamite! 4) It is sown a natural body. Skin, blood, breath,
etc. It is raised a spiritual body. While it is physical and tangible, it also possesses a spiritual characteristic; a rational living being.
There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body (vs. 44). We could say that the spiritual body is governed by the laws of the
Spirit World which are natural laws of a higher order. What’s the difference between the two? The spiritual body does not have
flesh and blood (vs. 50).
Verse 45—
The first Adam was made a living soul. All human life followed Adam. He was a living soul. The word living in Greek is zao meaning
to be alive. The last Adam, Jesus Christ, was made a quickening spirit. The word quickening in the Greek is a word that means to
give life. Paul is pointing out a difference: Adam had life, and Jesus gives life.
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Let’s keep in mind the context of the discussion. Paul is answering, How are the dead raised up? And with what body do they come?
Verse 46—
Natural and afterward…spiritual. What you see right now is not what will be later.
Verses 47-49—
These words sound more complicated than they are. Earthy, we come from dust, and we are not yet heavenly. The Lord is
heavenly. One day we are earthy, the next day we will be heavenly. Just because we are human now doesn’t mean we won’t have
a resurrected future body that will be in the image of Christ.
Verse 50—
Kingdom of God. There is disagreement over this phrase, “inherit the Kingdom of God.” If we take the phrase in its plain sense,
we know that we as Christians don’t inherit, we receive a gift. The nation of Israel receives an inheritance. In one sense an
inheritance is a legal right to something, but in another sense that right has to be given to the recipient, as a gift. Paul could be
saying, “Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God because it is not an inheritance—it’s a gift. Just as a dead corrupted
body doesn’t inherit an incorruptible body. Something has to be done to it by an outside force.
What we know: 1) The kingdom of heaven is future. This is the kingdom where Jesus Christ reigns forever and ever (Revelation
11:15). We are not in that kingdom now. The Kingdom is future and it is where the King is. Therefore, it cannot be on earth at this
time. Currently, the future King (Jesus Christ) is in heaven, seated at the right hand of the Father (Colossians 3:1; Hebrews 1:3,
etc.). He is awaiting the call from the Father to come down to earth to put all enemies under his feet.
Is the Kingdom of Heaven different from the Kingdom of God? Some say they are the same, others propose the two should be
understood apart from one another. For example, (Chart: E.W. Bullinger, The Companion Bible)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

The Kingdom of Heaven (Theocratic)
Has Messiah for its King;
It is from heaven; and under the
heavens upon the earth;
It is limited in its scope;
It is political in its sphere;
It is Jewish and exclusive in its
character;

It is national in aspect;
It is the special subject of O.T
prophecy;
And it is dispensational in its
duration.

The Kingdom of God (Universal)
1. Has God for its Ruler;
2. It is in heaven, over the earth;

3. It is unlimited in its scope;
4. It is moral and spiritual in its sphere;
5. It is inclusive in its character
(embracing the natural and spiritual
seeds of Abraham, “the heavenly
calling,” and the “Church” of the
Mystery). Hence,
6. It is universal in aspect;
7. It is (in its wider aspect) the subject
of New Testament revelation;
8. And will be eternal in its duration;

There are several kingdom phrases used in the N.T. “The Kingdom of Heaven,” “The Kingdom of God,” “The Kingdom of the
Father,” “The Kingdom of the Son of man,” “The Kingdom of His dear Son,” “The Everlasting Kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ,” “The Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ.” Are these all the same? It would be good to do a complete study to find out.
What we conclude makes a difference in how we interpret this statement by Paul and the following verses. Flesh and blood cannot
inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth corruption inherit incorruption.
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Is Paul Describing the Rapture in the Following Verses?

Verses 51-54—
Behold I show you a mystery. The Greek word mystery is musterion and it means a hidden thing, or a secret. It is something never
revealed before. Is Paul showing this mystery for the first time ever? Or, does he mean “I am showing you Corinthians a mystery.”
Did he reveal it to another church? Like the Thessalonians? But it had never been revealed to the Corinthians?
What is the mystery? We shall not all sleep. This word can be translated “be dead.” This mystery applies to “all” who are not dead,
and “all” who are. All be changed--All dead and all living will be changed.
How will the change take place? In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye. Instantaneously, at any given moment. At the last trump.
The change will take place when a last trumpet sounds. Is this a random sounding of a trumpet? Or, is it the last trumpet in
Revelation 11:15? Or, is it the trump of God in 1st Thessalonians 4:16? The passage does not tell us, so we can only speculate—
choose your trumpet.
What will happen? The dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall all be changed.
Is this the Rapture of the Church? Or, is it another resurrection? If you say it is the Rapture, then you have to do something with
the idea of the inheritance as we have already addressed.
Recognizing there is a problem, I lean toward this being a Rapture passage (1 Thessalonians 4:16,17), for the following reasons:
1. Paul uses the pronoun “All.” I would take all to mean all those Paul is talking to, including himself. Paul was saved by
grace through faith, so he would certainly be counted in the all, and hence the Rapture.
2. There is a trumpet sounding here in verse 52 and there is a trumpet sounding in 1 Thessalonians 4:16. The 1st
Thessalonians passage does not say “the last” trumpet...
3. The dead are raised in 1st Corinthians, as they are in 1st Thessalonians (the dead in Christ).
4. Paul wrote to the Thessalonians about the Rapture in AD 54. Corinthians was written about AD 59. Although it is difficult
to believe it would still be a mystery, even in Corinth 5 years later, it’s also difficult to believe Paul only spoke of the
Rapture one time in all of his 13 letters.
The corruptible must put on incorruption. At this resurrection there will be no more corrupt body of flesh and blood. Whatever
keeps us alive, it will not be blood—Perhaps the breath of life of the Spirit of God?

Verse 55,56—
And death shall be no more! Death is swallowed up in victory: O death, where is they sting? O grave, where is thy victory?
Verse 57—
We need further study in this passage, but one thing is for certain, we can give thanks to God, because he has given us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ. We have victory because we have everlasting life.
Verse 58—
What should this cause us to live like? Steadfast, unmovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord…you labor is not in vain!
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